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Abstract

A scene containing dynamic fluids can be created in a number of 
ways. There are two approaches that will highlight the problems and 
obstacles that might occur. Today’s leading fluid simulator, RealFlow,
simulates the fluid dynamics. A comparison between the two 
approaches will be made and are analyzed. Through experimentation,
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2 Introduction

Everyday further advances in dynamic solutions are made and one thing that 
always has been of interest to accomplish is to make fluids that are realistic and 
behaves correctly. I wish to explore how to make a dynamic solution with the 
fluids function on Autodesk Maya. However, all solutions when creating fluids 
do not always perform properly or come out in a favourable light in the end. 
The aim will be to make an advanced fluid scene, which incorporates a 
workflow description and a practical walkthrough as to which pitfalls and dead 
ends one might encounter when creating the fluids. 

To accomplish a high quality simulation I will have to find a suitable tool for 
the task, therefore the first section of this research paper will explore and exam 
several different approaches to solve this issue. The tools that Maya provides 
might not be appropriate for the job. After the practical test, I hope to see how 
decent of a result that I might be able to accomplish with that solution. Even 
though the dynamics appear correct, they will still have to perform correctly 
and realistically in the final solution. 

Hopefully this research thesis will provide greater insight into how to achieve a 
better understanding of fluids and how to produce a useful solution with an 
effective manner to produce a quality product with a dynamic simulation of 
fluids.

Are there several methods in making a scene which incorporates geometry and 
animation from different applications? The answer to that question is, of coarse 
is yes; however each approach has its own drawbacks and problems. Therefore 
by experimentation, the aim will be to find an answer to the efficiency of two 
different aspects of animation. The dynamic solution and the humanly ruled 
solution both calculated and simulated by the computer but both with different 
set of rules and boundaries

What limitations does the computer graphics (CG) artist needs to be wary of 
when creating and working on a scene that will include a dynamic simulation 
of fluids?

Can the artistic simulators today cope with a more dynamic approach to solve a 
problem or do they need to guide it to a solution? 

What is the most efficient of the above two approaches?

The working hypostasis will be that the CG artist will have greater control and 
will be able to achieve a more adjustable result with an additional rigged 
solution. However, a clever setup will allow a decent result even though the 
simulation would run wild, so to speak. Both will have it advantages and 
drawbacks.
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The difference between the two will become defined as the development is 
described in this thesis research paper.

Knowledge in modelling, animation, and dynamics is necessary to understand 
this paper in full and the following books would provide that knowledge:

Learning Maya 6 Maya1

Maya Visual Effects: The Innovator’s Guide2

Both these books will be able to provide general insight on the subjects 
covered in this thesis.

3 Initial research

After reading on fluids in general1,2 and learning about them, I also researched 
how Fluid Effects are used currently in the Special Effects industry. A case
study was found that gave a lot of insight on the work process.3

After some consideration, the two options that seemed to be the most favorable 
to pursue are NextLimit RealFlow4 or Autodesk Mayas own Ncloth.4 Ncloth 
can be used to create fluids with particles even though it was first thought of as 
a way to simulate cloth. At first glance, one might think that Maya’s own 
solution (Ncloth) would be more compatible and would work more efficiently, 
however it quickly becomes heavy and slow in its simulation of the fluid.  
Even though it is capable of handling the task, it becomes apparent that it is 
less then optimal from a user perspective. In Ncloth’s defense, fluids was never 
its intention but was found to be able to handle that as well. Since the 
application or solver is still in its infancy, it might very well prove to be a 
suitable solution in the future.

“RealFlow is the leading physical simulation tool for the 3D industry. 
RealFlow is a stand-alone application that provides novel fluid simulation 
technology alongside features like rigid and soft body dynamics, waves etc. It
provides a user unprecedented levels of control over these effects via scripting, 
curve editing, powerful daemons all of which are controlled and visualized in 
an intuitive user interface. RealFlow interfaces with most industry standard 3D 
applications including Maya.”5

NextLimit’s RealFlow4 has been present for a longer period of time; therefore
it has had more time to obtain a good quality smooth solution. Also, it has had 
more time to produce tutorials6 and feedback from its users. It is considered the 
premier fluid simulator that is available for common user today.7 Due to the 
more elaborate documentation, it will be easier to obtain information that will 
point the user in the right direction, if heaven forbid, the user would run into 
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trouble. Upon review of this stand-alone application, it has revealed itself to be 
quite fast and smooth. However since this is as previously stated a stand-alone 
application, it brings several issues with workflow and how they operate on a 
project which includes Maya and RealFlow4.  

The tool or application chosen in the end was RealFlow4 mainly due to the 
more extensive documentation and since it was deemed faster, additional 
experimentation and tweaking would be possible. This weighed heavier than its 
drawback, which meant that the project would have to export and then import 
in and out of the scene from RealFlow4 and Maya. 

4 Development Process 

4.1 Maya

Maya is a 3D computer graphics and 3D modeling software package and has a 
myriad of uses and features. Maya’s uses are far too many and how they work 
are to complex to be explained in this thesis, however a basic overview of what 
will be done in Maya and a brief explanation how that is accomplished will be 
provided. 

There are several methods in Maya to create geometry. The method that I will 
use is polygons. Polygons consist of points called vertices, which connect to 
lines that are drawn between the points to create an edge. If geometry consists 
of three vertices or more a space between the vertices and edges is created, it is 
called a face. The end result of the connected vertices and lines is something 
called a mesh. A mesh can be called an object. These objects can be textured
and also animated. A scene can be lighted and rendered in Maya software. 
Rendering is where all the information in the scene is compiled and calculated 
and depending on the setting options a wide variety of results can be achieved. 

4.2 RealFlow4

RF4 has a variety of functions, however only emitters, simulation and mesh 
building will be discussed and explained. It is only these features that are of 
interest in this thesis and I will constrict myself to only bringing up these 
aspects of RealFlow4. 

The workflow is developed by creating an emitter which will produce particles.  
These particles will be simulated as they interact with the environment. The 
process of interaction with the environment is determined by attributes 
supplied to the fluid as well as the potential objects included in the scene.8

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3D_computer_graphics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3D_modeler
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 Furthermore influencing force fields can be included in the scene in 
RealFlow4, these fields are called daemons. A typical daemon is Gravity. Once 
the animation has started, this is where heavy calculations begin. After the 
simulation has run its course, a mesh needs to be created. At this point, all that 
is shown on the computer monitor is the particles. They are represented on the 
screen as dots. To connect the dots, a mesh will need to be created that 
produces a solid geometry. Then, this mesh can be imported into Maya and 
texture can be applied and worked on just as any other polygon mesh.

                 Figure 1. Particles in RealFlow4.                                         Figure 2. Particles in RealFlow4.                         

             Figure 3. Wireframe Mesh from Particles.                       Figure 4.  Smooth Shaded Mesh of Particles.
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4.2.1 Effective Attributes  

Within RealFlow there are several features that can be used to control and 
enhance the working environment. In this section a description of the features 
used in this thesis will be given.

4.2.1.1 Particles

A particle is a coordinate in space on which attributes are attached. In 
RealFlow there are 5 types of particles.9

 Dumb
 Fluid
 Gas
 Elastics
 Custom

4.2.1.1.1 Dumb

“These kinds of particles don't interact between each other so they will not 
create a volume. RealFlow can handle a huge amount of dumb particles 
without too much effort.” 9

4.2.1.1.2 Fluid

“RealFlow's "liquid" type represents a real incompressible liquid using a 
collection of coherent particles which sample the properties of the liquid 
volume. Each particle represents an element of liquid mass (the amount of 
mass depends on the size of the volume and the resolution used) and is also an 
irregular sample of the real physical fields which define the liquid's dynamic 
behaviour, such as pressure, velocity, acceleration, density and viscosity. 
Unlike dumb particles, these particles are "active" in the sense that they 
interact with one another, continually attracting, repelling, and undergoing 
viscous interactions. These interactions ensure that RealFlow's "liquid" 
particles simultaneously maintain a good sampling of the incompressible liquid 
volume and provide an accurate representation of the liquid's dynamic 
properties.” 9

4.2.1.1.3 Gas

“These kinds of particles, despite sharing some properties with fluids, do not 
behave in the same way. A gas will expand trying to fill as much volume as it 
can until it loses all the energy coming from the internal pressure or cools 
down. When using external pressure, the gas will expand until the equilibrium
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between internal and external pressure is reached. A gas heats if compressed 
and becomes colder as it expands. Gas shares heat with objects and other 
gases.” 9

4.2.1.1.4 Elastics

“The elastic property uses a spring-mass system in between particles, creating a 
flexible structure that supports the particles. This structure can also use object 
vertex as particles. The substructure will always try to recover from any stress. 
Springs can also be set to break or loose their elastic properties.” 9

4.2.1.1.5 Custom

“The Custom type is defined by a script. So it is the user the one that defines 
the behaviour of the fluid.” 9

All these types of particles enable or disable properties, properties, such as 
density, viscosity, and resolution. This is what gives the particles unique 
features however these attributes will not be described further in this thesis.

4.2.1.2 Emitters

An emitter produces the particles in RealFlow. There are a number of ways 
particles can be emitted, trough simple shapes similar to a circle, sphere, 
triangle, and cylinder. Most emitters are controlled by the following 
parameters:

Volume: Setting this parameter to a positive value will create a volume of 
particles. The rate of emission will be disabled. 
Speed: The speed of the particles at creation. This value controls the rate of 
particle emission. A higher speed will create more particles per second. Speed 
0.0 will disable the emission of particles. 
Vertical random: Add a vertical random variation to the particle speed vector. 
Horizontal random: Add a horizontal random variation to the particle speed 
vector. 

Other emitters can fill an object with particles or make a surface emit them.

4.2.1.3 Daemons

“Daemon is the nickname used to define external forces, effects, or destroyers 
that can affect emitters and object's behavior directly. Many daemons can be 
applied to the same item, and a single daemon can affect multiple items.”10

There are several Daemons within RealFlow and the most recognizable of 
them is the gravity daemon, however more daemons are available, such as 
wind and vortex.
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4.3 Development Approach

For this to be a thesis of value, this research paper is going to include a 
documented workflow process that requires both Maya and RealFlow4. To be 
able to answer the questions posed in this thesis, two different presets or more 
specifically two different geometries will be constructed in Maya. The first 
geometry will be made that produces a result that has focused on the making 
the human guided animation as skilled as possible. The other geometry will be 
made to facilitate the following fluid simulation. 

The situation used for this research project will be; a realistic hand will be 
modelled which will receive a cut, Then, it will spray blood and bleed from the 
“wound.” I chose this model, because it is not unreasonable to expect this to be 
a situation encountered in the CG industry.  Also, a wound is an event that 
most individuals have some preconceived notion as to how this situation 
should look, thus assigning a more tangible goal in which to strive.

From now on, the two different approaches will be labelled: 

The dynamic approach
The animation approach

4.3.1 Dynamic Approach       

The dynamic approach will try to mimic a realistic cut as far as it can, and the 
properties of the fluid and the scene will have to fend for itself to provide a 
result that is believable.  What is meant by this is that an artery will contain 
blood under pressure and the artery will be cut by an edge. The goal will be to 
get the particles and the following simulation to be able to produce a 
satisfactory result with this setup. The intent is that the result will be realistic as 
long as everything is created in a proper fashion.

4.3.2 Animation Approach

The animation approach will use a method that does not trust the simulation 
itself to reach a good result but rather build a result that looks acceptable. It 
will fake itself to look the same as a wound on a hand with a cut that has 
realistic behavior. To do this, no blood flow will be created before the cut but 
turned on at the appropriate moment. The splash of blood, expected from the 
edge cutting, will also be manufactured at the moment it is needed. Since the 
cut now is rigged to give the appearance of a real cut, priority will be given on 
the setup of emitters rather then the attributes of the fluids.
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5 The method

5.1 Maya and exporting to RealFlow4

Producing the correct geometry is very straight forward in its construction; 
however the modeller needs to take into account the specific requirements that 
RealFlow4 has. For example, there is a need to triangulate the geometry when 
exporting it to RealFlow. Due to nature of the particles and scale of the cut, 
both will have to be constructed with that in mind11. Since there are two
arteries in the arm where the cut will be placed, two arteries will be put into the 
cut-surface and produce fluid in the dynamic solution. In the animation 
approach, the arteries will not need to be as elaborate. 

When the hand for the dynamic approach is built, the arteries are made to have 
room for a blood flow to exist. When the cut is made, the fluids will react to 
the force applied. In the picture below, the two blood vessels can be seen and 
the emitted in RealFlow4, and then will commence from the two ends and flow 
left towards the shared chamber. The chamber is placed there to collect the 
particles that flow past the cut before it is made.

Figure 5. The Two Arteries in the Cut.

Even though, the hand in the animation approach will still have two arteries 
which will only be there for cosmetic reasons. They are there to cover up the 
emitters that will be used later in RealFlow4. There will also be a subtle but 
important change in the animation in the animation approach, an explanation as 
to why will be provided later. The blade will actually be animated to pass 
through a transparent object in the scene, in this case a curved surface 
corresponding with the wrist. 

Both hands will have the cut itself keyframe animated in Maya using blend 
shapes. Blend shapes are a feature within Maya that as long as the geometry 
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has the same number of faces, they can be morphed from one object to another 
to reach a goal. A goal is created by taking the modelled geometry, making a 
copy of the original geometry, and then altering that copy to the desired look. 
This process can be created with multiple copies of the original geometry.  
Once the copies are created, the Blend Shapes are created for animated control.

When all the preparations are finished exportation is the next step. It is not 
without complications because you need to prepare the scene to be able to be 
read in RealFlow4 when importing. First of all, it is important for the geometry 
to be triangulated. Secondly, a file format needs to be chosen. 

Triangulation simplifies the math because it ensures that each and every 
surface is planar. 

The file format can be several, for single objects that is not animated an .obj
file format would suffice, however a whole scene is to be exported which 
includes animation.  The format of choice is a .sd file. This particular format is 
chosen because it will allow the entire scene to be exported and also retain its 
animations.

5.2 Within RealFlow4

Once the animated objects have been imported to RealFlow4, the setup or the 
fluid simulation can commence. An item that needs to be mentioned is the 
scene scale. It will affect several things in RealFlow4, from the amount of 
particles emitted to the properties of the fluids. If a scene is large, a glass of 
water can be calculated as to have the same volume of water as a swimming 
pool, which will behave in a different method to forces than smaller amounts of 
water. The gain from a large scene is detail and more particles will have the 
chance to interact raising the quality of the simulation, but since more particles 
are used render time will increase. It became apparent that a higher scene scale 
was needed due to the low number of particles yielded by a more accurate 
scale. In the end, the wrist became 4.5m wide in the space RealFlow4 uses. 

First off, two fluid emitters are placed in its respective artery and out of an 
array of different emitters where the circular emitter was chosen. Then 
additional preparations need to be created because the particles emitted need to 
be influenced by fields that makes the simulation behaves in a physically 
correct manner. These influences are called deamons and there is a variety of 
them to choose from within RealFlow4. The first and most obvious influence is 
gravity but surface tension is also added to be able control this aspect of the 
fluids. The third deamon to be included is a volume-daemon which confines 
the particles to only be simulated within the confines of the daemon. This 
ensures that if a rogue particle stray is eliminated and does not force the 
computer to waste resources on an obsolete item.
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In both approaches, the emitters in the arm are set to have a pulse and not to 
have an even push of fluid but more of an oscillating pattern. Also, the arm 
itself is provided attributes and the two main are that the fluid should stick to 
the arm and that it wants the fluid to change paths while its flows over it. The 
reason for the latter is to have the fluid not behaving homogeneously while it 
flows over the skin. The stickiness is to encourage the blood to stick to the 
contours of the arm and not fly over a small bump in the geometry. Even the 
edge doing the cutting is given some stickiness to give the blood a chance to 
transfer to the knife. 

Besides giving the fluid the attributes that is normally attributed to a fluid, such 
as viscosity and density, a deformation is included that deforms the fluid if it 
moves in a direction, furnishing it with more of a drop shape than a ball shape. 
This is called Speed Deformation, which can be used as in this case to stretch a 
fluid but also flatten it. There is one pitfall though and that is that the drop 
needs to contain more than one particle otherwise the fluid can behave in a 
very odd manner,

The first solution to be tested is the dynamic approach so a blood flow needs to 
be established. RealFlow4 solves this potential problem with a feature that 
locks the animation but allows the emitters to still produce particles so there is 
blood in the arm when the animation starts. Since this is the dynamic approach, 
it requires a more accurate behaviour a great deal of the time which is 
inevitably going to be spent manipulating and tweaking the fluid attributes to 
behave as real blood. 

This is where the dynamic approach runs into significant problems. The 
problem arose where the edge does not have enough area that hits the fluid to 
make it spray; only a few particles are thrown out of the arteries and those were 
not enough for the mesh to build on. Another attempt was made with more 
particles generated, however the computer ran out of memory and the 
simulation had to be reset. 

Increasing the scene scale led to a stand off between two desired effects. If the 
scale was large, there were more particles thrown out of the wound, but the 
following bleeding of the fluid lost its realistic feeling. There is a conflict 
between getting the spray and the blood flow. If enough particles for the spray 
are achieved the following blood obtains too many particles and does not 
behave correctly.

 Another problem was too few particles in the spray and the mesh density was 
increased to build around them. The speed deformation mentioned earlier made 
that result equally unappealing. Lowering the speed deformation would make 
the mesh seem very rigid and was not behaving correctly. 

The animation approach will be setup in a different manner. Instead of relying 
on the edge included in the animation to interact with the fluid and “actually” 
cutting through it and thereby influencing it, it will instead fake an interaction. 
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There is a daemon that will help achieving the desired effect. It will splash 
particles when an object interacts with a surface. It was mentioned earlier that a 
transparent surface was created to be used in the animation approach and this 
surface is what will help to obtain the desired splash. The reason for not letting 
the hand itself be used as the interacting surface which might sound as the right 
and logical method is due to the fact that the cut-animation edge does not touch 
the arm in a great degree even though it looks like it and hence the emitters 
would not be as good as the chosen method to achieve it. Since this solution is 
using different emitters for different effects, it will also be possible to supply 
the fluid where the emitters produce unique attributes that suits to achieve the 
desired result. The slash can now spray blood in a more controllable manner.

When the imported geometry was to be rigged to splash, a problem occurred. It 
was not possible to make that geometry into an interacting surface. To enable 
the splash, the program requires that an internal solver is attributed to either a 
generated plane or a custom surface. The custom surface in this case was the 
imported geometry. Even after some adjustments the problem would not be 
solved so a new solution is needed. The solution was to let the program use its 
own mesh and try to superimpose it on the arm. This was not an ideal solution 
but still a satisfactory one. 

Once the simulation is finished the mesh can be constructed but of course the 
mesh also has several attributes that need to be changed and this is where the 
dynamic approach runs into trouble. If the mesh is too highly defined to 
accommodate the need for tiny droplets, the main body becomes too heavy. 
Had there been two identical fluids in all respect where one would have a 
denser mesh so it could spray and then one would have a simpler mesh to flow, 
it might have worked.  However, the setup of the dynamic animation would not 
allow it. Also, there is a need to define how stringy or bubbly the mesh should 
be. The option chosen was to let one emitter emit particles that becomes 
stringier and then on the other emitter to have particles that becomes more 
round. They will mix in the blood flow and give a good compromise between 
the two; however they do not mix evenly due to the fact that the emitters are 
separated. Putting in additional emitters to make the distribution more even, 
causes the calculations to be a great deal heavier, and that solution was not 
pursued in this thesis mainly due to the computer used in the simulations did 
not have the capacity to handle such a attempt. 

5.3 From RealFlow4 to Maya

Exporting a mesh from RF4 to Maya is quite uncomplicated as it is only to 
check a box to export the generated mesh and that is it. However, there is one 
key aspect to keep in mind the mesh is saved to a default directory and will 
overwrite itself if not either the name is changed before each export or the 
previous mesh is moved form the default directory.
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6 The Result

The dynamic approach yielded a result that does not give a spray when the cut 
is made but the bleeding that occurs later simulates well. 

The animation approach scene had some hiccups and took some time to make 
it work but the result did provide a spray and the resulting bleeding was 
realistic. The differences between the bleeding from both approaches are 
minimal.

                    Figure 6. The dynamic approach did not produce a spray.
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                        Figure 7. The animation approach produces a spray.

                                Figure 9.  The dynamic approach’s bleeding.
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                                  Figure 8. The animation approach's bleed.

In overall, the simulations worked well and provided a finished product even if 
the product did not always come out as anticipated.  It was seldom due to the 
simulation running astray. The program like many others was prone to crashing 
from time to time and saving often is still a golden rule. Also, the 
documentation accompanying the program was missing information about 
certain attributes and led to some problems as well as crashes. 
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7 The Analysis

The advantage of the animation approach demonstrated that it had more 
emitters with specific tasks.  It also meant that there are potentially more 
problems that might incur and the problems did occur. One solution that should 
have worked in theory and was backed up by the built in documentation of the 
program12 did not and an alternative solution had to be found. Granted that this 
kind of problem is not specific to this kind of approach, it is more likely to 
occur since it has more variables to take into consideration. However the more 
experienced a user is with a product and a method of working with the 
program, these problems can be anticipated and pre-empted. 

The dynamic approach strength is that it keeps things simple in its setup 
compared to the animation approach. However, it relies heavily on that the 
program used is capable enough in itself to produce a realistic enough 
simulation. Hence, it is severely dependent on the program and the user will 
need to know that the program can handle what will be asked from it even 
before it is used. 

In this case, the wanted result could not be met. This was due to the fact that 
the program was not able to reach a compromise of two different 
characteristics that the same fluid was asked to meet. First the fluid had to 
appear as a spray and when it was able to meet those attributes, it failed to give 
the blood flow from the wound in a realistic feeling. This might be overcome 
by animating the properties of the fluids but that would make this solution 
heavier to complete than the animation approach. This is because of the extra 
steps that would be needed in order to obtain the same result as the animation
approach. This is why;

The animation approach consists of three emitters but two of them are 
identical and can count one in this case, therefore two emitters’ needs to 
be calibrated. The dynamic approach has two identical emitters thus in 
effect it has only one to calibrate. At this point, the dynamic approach has 
had a faster workflow but after the emitters had been tuned to satisfaction.
The particles that make up the fluid would then need to provide the correct 
attributes. As explained earlier, using the dynamic approach where both 
have a good spray and a good blood flow there would need to be a 
massive amount of particles in the arteries. Even if the heaviness of the 
dynamic approach’s scene is excluded from the comparison, this is what 
will prove to be the deciding factor when it comes to work efficiency. 

The problems in changing the fluids attributes when using the dynamic 
approach is that going from the first attributes to the second takes more time 
than setting up a new emitter and assigning the particles to emit the right 
calibration. Even if all the values needed was known, the solution would have 
been at the mercy of chance that the transition of attributes could be completed 
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at a point when it would not be noticed in the scene and that would be unlikely 
since there is blood everywhere. In the end, this shows that in this scenario 
with this program, this solution is not feasible.

The result of the fluid characteristics using dynamic approach depends on three 
aspects, the knowledge of the program (user know-how), the limitations of the 
program (the programming), and the ability to work around those limitations 
(reprogramming/ making plug-ins).

8 Conclusion

In this thesis the following questions was asked;

What limitations does the CG artist need to be wary of when creating and 
working on a scene that will include a dynamic simulation of fluids?

Can the artistic simulators today cope with a more dynamic approach to solve a 
problem or do they need to guide it to a solution?

What is the more efficient of those two approaches?

The answers were to be provided through experimentation, a modelled scene,
and some requirements in the setup. During the work process, it became 
apparent a setup that to some extent mimics reality could not produce an 
adequate simulation of the constructed scenario. RealFlow4 is the most widely 
used program when it comes to fluids. Therefore, the conclusion that the 
dynamic approach is not possible with today’s technology. 

Further advances will most likely make this approach possible but for now 
using the animation approach is the working solution. In terms off efficiency, it 
was concluded that the animation approach is the most effective but since the 
experiment did not yield a successful result for the dynamic approach, it can 
not be said this is a conclusion that can be generalised. 

Regarding limitations, it was the capability of the computer that was the most 
restraining item rather than the stability of the program even though the 
program did crash on a number of occasions. 

Looking at the dynamics themselves, the fluids did produced a realistic result 
and had a lot of characteristics but the simulation does have shortcomings and 
can not always provide an acceptable result.
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